A two{way chasing algorithm to reduce a diagonal plus a symmetric semi{ separable matrix to a symmetric tridiagonal one and an algorithm to reduce a diagonal plus an unsymmetric semi{separable matrix to a bidiagonal one are considered. Both algorithms are fast and stable, requiring a computational cost of N 2 ; where N is the order of the considered matrix. A two{way chasing algorithm to reduce a diagonal plus a symmetric semi{separable matrix to a symmetric tridiagonal one and an algorithm to reduce a diagonal plus an unsymmetric semi{separable matrix to a bidiagonal one are considered. Both algorithms are fast and stable, requiring a computational cost of N 2 ; where N is the order of the considered matrix.
Matrices of this form appear when one discretizes the Green's function for the two point boundary value problem appropriately, and also from the discretization of eigenvalue problems for integral operators whose kernels can be written as the sum of a semi{separable part and a degenerate one. The inverse of a tridiagonal matrix has this form too. The standard direct procedure for computing the eigendecomposition of symmetric A 0 reduces rst A 0 into tridiagonal form. This algorithm doesn't take into account the structure of A 0 and requires O(N 3 ) ops ( 3, Chap. 8]). Although Lanczos' method can take advantage of the structure of A 0 and can be used to nd the eigendecomposition of A 0 ; the convergence rate is highly problem{dependent and can be very slow in many cases 4]. The fast method for tridiagonalizing diagonal plus semi{separable matrices described in 1] costs O(N 2 ) ops. In x2 the one-way chasing algorithm considered in 1] is described and in x3 we present a more e cient two{way chasing algorithm. In x4 we present a fast algorithm to reduce an unsymmetric diagonal plus a semi{separable matrix to a bidiagonal one and x5 contains the conclusions.
2 One-way chasing algorithm.
In this section we consider the method described in 1]. It requires N ?2 steps to reduce a diagonal plus symmetric semi{separable matrix (1.1), with w = u and z = w; into a similar tridiagonal one. In the following we represent with~ the elements of the original matrix that are modi ed by Givens transformations. :
where the symbol represents the entry to be annihilated at the current step. The bulge can be eliminated using a sequence of 3 suitable Givens rotations H j ; j = 3; : : :; 1: Each matrix H j moves the bulge from the entries (j +2; j) and (j; j +2) to the entries (j +1; j ?1) and (j ?1; j +1) : 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 At the i{th step i Givens similarity transformations are performed, requiring 52i ops, hence the total number of ops is 26Ñ 2 = 6:5N 2 : In case N odd, we proceed in the following way. LetÑ = bN=2c: Applying a slight modi cation of procedure trid2, the resulting similar matrix is AÑ ?2 = 4 Bidiagonalizing diagonal plus unsymmetric semi{separable matrices.
In this section we consider an algorithm to reduce the diagonal plus an unsymmetric semi{separable matrix (1.1) into bidiagonal form by means of orthogonal transformations. The algorithm is divided in three parts:
1. transformation of (1.1) into an unsymmetric tridiagonal matrix; 2. transformation of the unsymmetric tridagonal matrix into an upper tridiagonal one; 3. transformation of the upper tridiagonal matrix into an upper bidiagonal one. At the i{th step the matrix A i?1 is multiplied by i Givens matrices on the left and i Givens matrices on the right. The i{th step requires 48i ops, hence the total number of ops is 24N 2 : Considering the two{way chasing described in x3, it is straightforward to derive a two{way chasing algorithm reducing (1.1) to an unsymmetric tridiagonal matrix, halving the number of computations. 4 
